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Arkansas basketball 2020 recruiting rankings

Participants (3) Pos Ht / Wt Rating Status Signed Letter of Intent (1) Pos Ht / Wt Rating Status Page 2 Manage 53 Prev. Year: 9 Next year: 11 11 Prev. Year: 4 Next year: 3 0.9250 Prev. Year: 0.9688 Next year: 0.9282 head coach: Eric Musselman signed Letter of Intent (2) Pos Ht / Wt Rating Status Head Coach Eric Musselman talks about his first full
signing class in Arkansas, complete with Moses Moody's signing on Friday and KK Robinson's signing on Monday. Mussleman also talks about Isaiah Joe's decision to put his name in the NBA Draft, but does not hire an agent. Coach Must Press Conference: Signing Class Part 1 (Jackson, Tate, Davis) Arkansas MBB 2020 Signing Class (booth 20.04.20)
NameHTWTPos.Hometown / High School (Previous School) Of devo Davis %6-4175GJacksonville, Ark. / Jacksonville HS Vance Jackson *6-9230F Pasadena, Calif. / Prolific Prep (Univ. of New Mexico) Moses Moody6-6200GLittle Rock, Ark. / Montverde (Fla.) Academy) Khalen KK Robinson6-0170GBryant Ark. / Oak Hill (Va,) Academy Justin Smith *6-
7230FBuffalo Grove, Ill. / Stevenson HS (Indiana University) Jalen Tate *6-6175GPickerington, Ohio / Pickerington Central HS (Northern Kentucky Univ.) Jaylin Williams6-10230FFort Smith, Ark. / Northside HS % - signed in November 2019 * - Graduate transfer Devo Davis – VIDEO 2020 Arkansas Democrat-Gazette Boys Player of the Year 2020
Hogville.net's Arkansas Boys High School Co-Player of the Year (with Jaylin Williams) 4-time All-State, including 2-time Democrat-Gazette first team All-State (all divisions) 2019 USA TODAY first team All-State Vance Jackson – VIDEO 990 career points (two years at New Mexico, one at UConn) Averaged 5.4 rebounds with 165 assists while shooting
35.3% from 3-point range (1 57-444) Eight career double-double American Athletic Conference all-rookie team (at UConn) Moses Moody – Video MaxPreps All-American Honorable Mention (1 of 50 recognized; 1 of 4 on his team) Was 1 of 50 at the Naismith Award for high school players #42 prospects in the nation – ESPN; #8 Shooting Guard in the Nation
– 247Sports Montverde was consensus #1 in the national (25-0) Khalen KK Robinson – Video 2020 MaxPreps Virginia All-State first team 2 times Arkansas 7A All-State selection ranked 36th overall and the 7th best point guard in the nation of 247Sports Oak Hill was ranked 7th in the national Smith - Video All 98 Games Indiana (with 73 starts) in the last
three years Last season, the Hoosiers led in steals (31) and minutes played (30.3 avg.) while ranked second in rebounding (5.2 avg.) and third in scoring (10.4 avg.) 821 career points with 419 career rebounds, 64 career assists, 60 Career Steals and 35 Career Blocked Shots 2019 Academic All-Big Ten Jalen Tate – Video 2020 League Defensive Player of
the Year 3x Horizon League All-Defensive Team Team Northern Kentucky 2020 Horizon League Tournament MVP 2020 Third Team All-Horizon League 950 Career Points (10.2 avg) – 285 Career Assists – 129 Career Steals Jaylin Williams – Video 2020 Gator ade Arkansas Player of the Year 2 Hogville.net's the Arkansas Boys High School Co-Player of
the Year (with Vonte Davis) 2020 Democrat Gazette first team All-State (all divisions) As a junior, Arkansas Division I was The Player of the Year by the Northwest Arkansas Democrat Gazette Class Ranking ESPN5th National / 3. SEC 247Sports6th National / 4. SEC Rivals8th National / 4th SEC Transfer Rankings Jalen Tate-15 Graduate Transfer
(ESPN)#5 Graduate Transfer (NBC Sports)#8 Graduate Transfer (247Sports)#10 Graduate Transfer (The Stadium)#10 Graduate Transfer (CBS Sports) Justin Smith (22 Graduate Transfer (ESPN)#11 Graduate Transfer (The Stadium) Vance Jackson(32 Graduate Transfer (ESPN)#18 Graduate Transfer (The Stadium)#8 Graduate Transfer (CBS Sports) JD
Notae-29 Sit-out Transfer (ESPN) Connor Vanover-44 Sit-out Transfer (ESPN) HS Player National Rankings Media OutletPlayer National RankingNational Position Ranking Ranking Ranking ESPNMoses MoodyFour Stars42. (10th SE Region)10th -Shooting Guard Khalen RobinsonFour Stars79. (23rd SE Region)18th - Point Guard Vonte DavisFour Stars86.
(25th SE Region)19th - Shooting Guard Jaylin WilliamsFour Stars 91. SE Region)14th - Center 247Sports CompositeMoses MoodyFour Stars41st9th - Shooting Guard Khalen RobinsonFour Stars59th10th - Point Guard Jaylin WilliamsFour Stars75th15th - Center vonte DavisFour Stars103rd15th - Combo Guard 247SportsKhalen RobinsonFour Stars36.7th -
Point Guard Moses MoodyFour Stars37th8th - Shooting Guard Jaylin WilliamsFour Stars85th12th - Center vonte DavisThree Stars153rd20th - Combo Guard RivalsMoses MoodyFour Stars53rd13th - Small Forward Jay lin WilliamsFour Stars56.9th - Center Khalen RobinsonFour Stars62.14th - Point Guard Vonte DavisFour Stars125th29th - Shooting Guard
powered by Photo by Kevin C. Cox/Getty ImagesIt's the beginning of a new era for Arkansas basketball under head coach Eric Musselman, and there's a buzz and excitement around the program that has been a breath of fresh air for Razorback fans, who are simultaneously suffering from a tumultuous time with their football program. While the early returns
on the floor have been positive for the Hogs so far, it's the success on the recruitment trail that has those in Fayetteville on the must-have bus. Fans in particular are excited about Musselman's efforts to build a wall around the state and secure the Natural State's top talent. Arkansas is something of a hidden gem in terms of high-end basketball talent. In fact,
the state ranks very well in per capita ranking prospects, which means that the proportion of recruits sought is high in terms of the total population of the is quite high. Is. Two of those prospects have already committed to the four-star, top 125 after 247sports.Two of those prospects have already committed musselman and the Razorbacks.  6'4 PG von este
Davis from Jacksonville, AR (#96 247Sports Composite) was the first domino to fall after being tipped from Oklahoma State to Arkansas in early October.  Last weekend it was 6'6 SG Moses Moody from North Little Rock, who is currently at Montverde Academy in Florida, who pledged to his home school.  Moody, who ranks #42 in the 247sports composite, is
the highest-ranking recruit to join Arkansas since Bobby Portis. While these two are huge commitments for Musselman, he has set his goals higher and hopes to make a clean sweep of the Fab 5, which also includes Chris Moore, KK Robinson and Jaylin Williams.  What just a few weeks ago looked like a pipe dream is now a very real possibility.  It just
happens that you could fill a full starting lineup with this group, and I could only imagine how much excitement the Bud Walton Arena would bring. Photograph: Kevin C. Cox/Getty Images Arkansas Basketball has already secured commitments from two coveted '20 in-state recruits in Derte Davis and Moses Moody. Now, Eric Musselman and the Razorbacks
are looking for a clean sweep of the States' 5 top-100 prospects. It's the beginning of a new era for Arkansas basketball under head coach Eric Musselman, and there's a buzz and excitement around the program that gives a breath of fresh air for Razorback fans who are simultaneously suffering through a tumultuous time with their football program. While
the early returns on the floor have been positive for the Hogs so far, it's the success on the recruitment trail that has those in Fayetteville on the must-have bus.  Fans in particular are excited about Musselman's efforts to build a wall around the state and secure the Natural State's top talent. Arkansas is something of a hidden gem in terms of high-end
basketball talent.  In fact, the state ranks very well in per capita ranking prospects, which means that the proportion of recruits sought is quite high given the total population of the state.  There are five class of 2020 prospects within the state, which are 4 stars, top 125 after 247sports. Two of those prospects have already committed to Musselman and the
Razorbacks.  6'4 PG von este Davis from Jacksonville, AR (#96 247Sports Composite) was the first domino to fall after being tipped from Oklahoma State to Arkansas in early October.  Last weekend it was 6'6 SG Moses Moody from North Little Rock, who is currently at Montverde Academy in Florida, who School. Moody, who is ranked #42 in the 247sports
composite, is the highest-ranking recruit to be engaged in Arkansas since Bobby Portis. While these two are big commitments for Musselman, he has set his goals higher and is confident of making a clean sweep of the Fab 5, which also includes Chris Moore, KK Robinson and Jaylin Williams. What just a few weeks ago looked like a pipe dream is now a
very real possibility. It just happens that you could fill a full starting lineup with this group, and I could only imagine how much excitement the Bud Walton Arena would bring. With all three of them going to make their decisions within the next few weeks, let's break down where their recruiting is at the moment and what real chances Arkansas has of landing
each of them. 6'7 220 PF Chris Moore – West Memphis, AR (247Sports 4 stars, nationally #96) Chris Moore is an absolute beast on the ground. At 6'7, Moore plays as if he's 6'10 and is a force around the edge that has continually improved perimeter capabilities. Built like a defensive end with a relentless engine and elite athleticism, he would be a very
welcome addition to an Arkansas team that currently has a thin front line. Eric Musselman has set up a full-court press with Moore and tries to catch up in a short time to lure him to The Hill. It's a battle between three teams at the moment: Arkansas, Memphis and Auburn. Most experts believe moore, who announces his commitment on November 15, is
really in Arkansas and Memphis. While in most cases one would assume that the home school would have an advantage, Memphis is a quick ride across the river for Moore, who has a strong bond with coach Penny Hardaway. Musselman's NBA-sharpness and deep analytical approach impressed Moore during his official visit to Arkansas, but in recent
weeks it felt like Memphis had a slight lead in securing its services. However, given the recent allegation of improper performance scandal facing Penny and the Tigers, it is reasonable to assume that the gap could close. Another factor is that Moore was teammates with current davis commits and heavyweight Jaylin Williams with Woodz Elite on the Nike
EYBL track in the summer. It is clear that there would be a mutual interest in this group continuing their relationships and playing together in college. If all is said and done, Arkansas' chances of landing Chris Moore are probably the lowest of the remaining three. However, I would still call this a coin-flip decision that could go both ways without shocking
anyone on Friday. 6'1 175 G KK Robinson – Bryant, AR/Oak Hill Academy (247Sports 4 stars, national#72) KK Robinson's stock has declined more than anyone else in the country over the summer. Fresh from a 6A State Championship State Championship At Bryant, KK had a big summer on the Nike EYBL track, which led him to the national top 100 and to
several Power 5 offerings. He is a smooth, long-range left-hander who can score, distribute and defend at a high level on all three levels. His ability to run the show or play the ball should appeal to Musselman, who loves players with positional versatility. Pairing with Moody and Davis would create a dynamic young backcourt that could cause major problems
in the SEC. Robinson moved to Oak Hill Academy for his senior season and was heavily courted by the likes of Kansas and TCU alongside Arkansas. Every time a player leaves the state, and every time Kansas is involved in this matter, it's natural for people to worry a little bit. It seems, however, that Musselman and the Razorbacks are very much in the
driver's seat for KK. Arkansas has several crystal ball and future cast predictions for the landing Of Robinson, who plans to make a decision sometime around Thanksgiving. He has expressed a desire to play with a good friend, and the recent Arkansas commit, Moses Moody. In fact, the two made their official visits to Fayetteville, where Robinson said the
odds of him and Moody coming to Arkansas were 70-75%. Well, Moody has already joined the party. Will KK be next? MEMPHIS, TN – MARCH 14: A general view of a basketball going through a net during a game against the Connecticut Huskies and The Cincinnati Bearcats during the semifinals of the American Athletic Conference Tournament at
FedExForum on March 14, 2014 in Memphis, Tennessee. Connecticut defeated Cincinnati 58-56. (Photo by Joe Murphy/Getty Images) 6'10 230 F Jaylin Williams – Fort Smith, AR (247Sports 4-star, National #69) Jaylin Williams is a prime example of basketball's next in the world and is one of the most sought-after prospects left in the 2020 class. Williams
has a versatile skill for his size. While he can patrol the paint at both ends of the floor, he is most intriguing because of his excellent passability from the post and the ability to step over the arc and shoot the three efficiently. When you think of Eric Musselman's pace and space offensive program, it's hard to imagine it fit better in the front seat than Jaylin
Williams. Couple who lives with the fact that he lives right on the road from the university in Fort Smith and it is easy to understand why Jaylin is such an important piece for the Hogs. It was an interesting recruitment for Williams, who despite the stay nearby and the several times unofficial only last weekend finally made it to the campus for an official visit.
However, he had just visited auburn with his Woodz Elite teammate Chris Moore, which caused a bit of concern among Razorback faithful. Made. His visit, but Williams came away very impressed and it just happened that he was on campus at the same time Moses Moody announced his engagement in Arkansas. Interestingly, shortly after his visit, Williams
canceled an upcoming trip to Texas A&amp;M and announced that he would make his decision in a few weeks. This must be almost good news for Arkansas, as it seems he will choose between the Razorbacks and Auburn. Given his interest and activity with the Hogs in recent weeks, as well as his proximity at home, it is reasonable to think that Arkansas is
a clear favorite here. Next: Top 25 Power Rankings It's impressive enough that the Musselman has the Razorbacks able to potentially land all five of these talented in-state prospects. But even if she missed out on an Arkansas, there's a lot in the mix for other high-profile prospects like Keon Ambrose-Hylton and Kyree Walker. Regardless of the final outcome,
Arkansas fans should be very happy and excited about the future. The Musselman era has got off to a good start.&gt;Page 2Chris Moore is an absolute animal on the ground. At 6'7, Moore plays as if he's 6'10 and is a force around the edge that has continually improved perimeter capabilities. Built like a defensive end with a relentless engine and elite
athleticism, he would be a very welcome addition to an Arkansas team that currently has a thin front line. Eric Musselman has set up a full-court press with Moore and tries to catch up in a short time to lure him to The Hill. It's a battle between three teams at the moment: Arkansas, Memphis and Auburn. Most experts believe That Moore, who announces his
commitment on November 15, is really back to Arkansas and Memphis. While in most cases one would assume that the home-state school would have an advantage, Memphis is a quick ride across the river for Moore, who has a strong bond with coach Penny Hardaway. Musselman's NBA-sharpness and deep analytical approach made a strong impression
on Moore during his official visit to Arkansas, but in recent weeks he felt Memphis had a slight lead in securing his services. However, given the recent allegation of improper performance scandal facing Penny and the Tigers, it is reasonable to assume that the gap could close. Another factor is that Moore was teammates with current davis commits and
heavyweight Jaylin Williams with Woodz Elite on the Nike EYBL track in the summer. It is clear that there would be a mutual interest in this group's relations and in college. If all is said and done, Arkansas' chances of landing Chris Moore are probably the lowest of the remaining three. However, I would still call this a coin flip decision so late in the game that
could really go both ways shocked on Friday. Photograph: Kevin C. Cox/Getty Images Arkansas Basketball has already secured commitments from two coveted '20 in-state recruits in Derte Davis and Moses Moody. Now, Eric Musselman and the Razorbacks are looking for a clean sweep of the States' 5 top-100 prospects. It's the beginning of a new era for
Arkansas basketball under head coach Eric Musselman, and there's a buzz and excitement around the program that gives a breath of fresh air for Razorback fans who are simultaneously suffering through a tumultuous time with their football program. While the early returns on the floor have been positive for the Hogs so far, it's the success on the
recruitment trail that has those in Fayetteville on the must-have bus. Fans in particular are excited about Musselman's efforts to build a wall around the state and secure the Natural State's top talent. Arkansas is something of a hidden gem in terms of high-end basketball talent. In fact, the state ranks very well in per capita ranking prospects, which means that
the proportion of recruits sought is quite high given the total population of the state. There are five class of 2020 prospects within the state, which are 4 stars, top 125 after 247sports. Two of those prospects have already committed to Musselman and the Razorbacks. 6'4 PG von este Davis from Jacksonville, AR (#96 247Sports Composite) was the first
domino to fall after being tipped from Oklahoma State to Arkansas in early October. Last weekend it was 6'6 SG Moses Moody from North Little Rock, who is currently at Montverde Academy in Florida, who pledged to his home school. Moody, who is ranked #42 in the 247sports composite, is the highest-ranking recruit to be engaged in Arkansas since
Bobby Portis. While these two are big commitments for Musselman, he has set his goals higher and is confident of making a clean sweep of the Fab 5, which also includes Chris Moore, KK Robinson and Jaylin Williams. What just a few weeks ago looked like a pipe dream is now a very real possibility. It just happens that you could fill a full starting lineup with
this group, and I could only imagine how much excitement the Bud Walton Arena would bring. With all three of them going to make their decisions within the next few weeks, let's break down where their recruiting is at the moment and what real chances Arkansas has of landing each of them. 6'7 220 PF Chris Moore – West Memphis, AR (247Sports 4 stars,
nationally #96) Chris Moore is an absolute beast on the ground. At 6'7, Moore plays as if he's 6'10 and is a force around the edge that has continually improved perimeter capabilities. Built like a defensive end A relentless engine and elite athleticism, he would be a very welcome addition to an Arkansas team that currently has a thin front line. Eric Musselman
has a with Moore and tries to catch up in a short time to lure him to The Hill. It's a battle between three teams at the moment: Arkansas, Memphis and Auburn. Most experts believe moore, who announces his commitment on November 15, is really in Arkansas and Memphis. While in most cases one would assume that the home school would have an
advantage, Memphis is a quick ride across the river for Moore, who has a strong bond with coach Penny Hardaway. Musselman's NBA-sharpness and deep analytical approach impressed Moore during his official visit to Arkansas, but in recent weeks it felt like Memphis had a slight lead in securing its services. However, given the recent allegation of
improper performance scandal facing Penny and the Tigers, it is reasonable to assume that the gap could close. Another factor is that Moore was teammates with current davis commits and heavyweight Jaylin Williams with Woodz Elite on the Nike EYBL track in the summer. It is clear that there would be a mutual interest in this group continuing their
relationships and playing together in college. If all is said and done, Arkansas' chances of landing Chris Moore are probably the lowest of the remaining three. However, I would still call this a coin flip decision that could really go both ways without shocking anyone on Friday. 6'1 175 G KK Robinson – Bryant, AR/Oak Hill Academy (247Sports 4 stars,
national#72) KK Robinson's stock has declined more than anyone else in the country over the summer. Fresh from a 6A State Championship run in Bryant, KK had a big summer on the Nike EYBL track that put him in the national top 100 and led to several Power-5 deals. He is a smooth, long-range left-hander who can score, distribute and defend at a high
level on all three levels. His ability to run the show or play the ball should appeal to Musselman, who loves players with positional versatility. Pairing with Moody and Davis would create a dynamic young backcourt that could cause major problems in the SEC. Robinson moved to Oak Hill Academy for his senior season and was heavily courted by the likes of
Kansas and TCU alongside Arkansas. Every time a player leaves the state, and every time Kansas is involved in this matter, it's natural for people to worry a little bit. It seems, however, that Musselman and the Razorbacks are very much in the driver's seat for KK. Arkansas has several crystal ball and future cast predictions for the landing Of Robinson, who
plans to Decision to make sometime around Thanksgiving. He has expressed a desire to play with a good friend, and the recent Arkansas commit, Moses Moody. In fact, the two visited together in Fayetteville, where Robinson Robinson by him and Moody, who come to Arkansas, as 70-75%. Well, Moody has already joined the party. Will KK be next?
MEMPHIS, TN – MARCH 14: A general view of a basketball going through a net during a game against the Connecticut Huskies and The Cincinnati Bearcats during the semifinals of the American Athletic Conference Tournament at FedExForum on March 14, 2014 in Memphis, Tennessee. Connecticut defeated Cincinnati 58-56. (Photo by Joe Murphy/Getty
Images) 6'10 230 F Jaylin Williams – Fort Smith, AR (247Sports 4-star, National #69) Jaylin Williams is a prime example of basketball's next in the world and is one of the most sought-after prospects left in the 2020 class. Williams has a versatile skill for his size. While he can patrol the paint at both ends of the floor, he is most intriguing because of his
excellent passability from the post and the ability to step over the arc and shoot the three efficiently. When you think of Eric Musselman's pace and space offensive program, it's hard to imagine it fit better in the front seat than Jaylin Williams. Couple who lives with the fact that he lives right on the road from the university in Fort Smith and it is easy to
understand why Jaylin is such an important piece for the Hogs. It was an interesting recruitment for Williams, who, despite staying nearby and visiting unofficially several times, finally made it to campus for an official visit last weekend. However, he had just visited auburn with his Woodz Elite teammate Chris Moore, which caused a bit of concern among
Razorback faithful. During his visit, however, Williams was very impressed and it happened that he was on campus at the same time as Moses Moody announced his engagement in Arkansas. Interestingly, shortly after his visit, Williams canceled an upcoming trip to Texas A&amp;M and announced that he would make his decision in a few weeks. This must
be almost good news for Arkansas, as it seems he will choose between the Razorbacks and Auburn. Given his interest and activity with the Hogs in recent weeks, as well as his proximity at home, it is reasonable to think that Arkansas is a clear favorite here. Next: Top 25 Power Rankings It's impressive enough that the Musselman has the Razorbacks able
to potentially land all five of these talented in-state prospects. But even if she missed out on an Arkansas, there's a lot in the mix for other high-profile prospects like Keon Ambrose-Hylton and Kyree Walker. Regardless of the final result, Arkansas fans should be satisfied and excited about the future. The Musselman era has had an excellent start.&gt;Page
3KK Robinson's stock has declined more than anyone else in the country in the summer. Fresh from a 6A state championship run 6A state championship run Bryant, KK had a big summer on the Nike EYBL track, which propelled him into the national top 100 and led to several Power 5 offerings. He is a smooth, long-range left-hander who can score,
distribute and defend at a high level on all three levels. His ability to run the show or play the ball should appeal to Musselman, who loves players with positional versatility. Pairing with Moody and Davis would create a dynamic young backcourt that could cause major problems in the SEC. Robinson moved to Oak Hill Academy for his senior season and was
reassigned alongside Arkansas by the likes of Kansas and TCU. Every time a player leaves the state, and every time Kansas is involved in this matter, it's natural for people to worry a little bit. It seems, however, that Musselman and the Razorbacks are very much in the driver's seat for KK. Arkansas has several crystal ball and future cast predictions for the
landing Of Robinson, who plans to make a decision sometime around Thanksgiving. He has expressed a desire to play with a good friend, and the recent Arkansas commit, Moses Moody. In fact, the two made their official visits to Fayetteville, where Robinson said the odds of him and Moody coming to Arkansas were 70-75%. Well, Moody has already joined
the party. Will KK be next? Photograph: Kevin C. Cox/Getty Images Arkansas Basketball has already secured commitments from two coveted '20 in-state recruits in Derte Davis and Moses Moody. Now, Eric Musselman and the Razorbacks are looking for a clean sweep of the States' 5 top-100 prospects. It's the beginning of a new era for Arkansas basketball
under head coach Eric Musselman, and there's a buzz and excitement around the program that gives a breath of fresh air for Razorback fans who are simultaneously suffering through a tumultuous time with their football program. While the early returns on the floor have been positive for the Hogs so far, it's the success on the recruitment trail that has those
in Fayetteville on the must-have bus. Fans in particular are excited about Musselman's efforts to build a wall around the state and secure the Natural State's top talent. Arkansas is something of a hidden gem in terms of high-end basketball talent. In fact, the state ranks very well in per capita ranking prospects, which means that the proportion of recruits
sought is quite high given the total population of the state. There are five class of 2020 prospects within the state, which are 4 stars, top 125 after 247sports. Two of those prospects have already committed to Musselman and the Razorbacks. 6'4 PG of which From Jacksonville, AR (#96 247Sports Composite) was the first domino to fall after it was dumped
from Oklahoma State to Arkansas in early October. Last weekend it was 6'6 SG Moses Moses North Little Rock, who is currently at Montverde Academy in Florida, pledged to his home school. Moody, who is ranked #42 in the 247sports composite, is the highest-ranking recruit to be engaged in Arkansas since Bobby Portis. While these two are big
commitments for Musselman, he has set his goals higher and is confident of making a clean sweep of the Fab 5, which also includes Chris Moore, KK Robinson and Jaylin Williams. What just a few weeks ago looked like a pipe dream is now a very real possibility. It just happens that you could fill a full starting lineup with this group, and I could only imagine
how much excitement the Bud Walton Arena would bring. With all three of them going to make their decisions within the next few weeks, let's break down where their recruiting is at the moment and what real chances Arkansas has of landing each of them. 6'7 220 PF Chris Moore – West Memphis, AR (247Sports 4 stars, nationally #96) Chris Moore is an
absolute beast on the ground. At 6'7, Moore plays as if he's 6'10 and is a force around the edge that has continually improved perimeter capabilities. Built like a defensive end with a relentless engine and elite athleticism, he would be a very welcome addition to an Arkansas team that currently has a thin front line. Eric Musselman has set up a full-court press
with Moore and tries to catch up in a short time to lure him to The Hill. It's a battle between three teams at the moment: Arkansas, Memphis and Auburn. Most experts believe moore, who announces his commitment on November 15, is really in Arkansas and Memphis. While in most cases one would assume that the home school would have an advantage,
Memphis is a quick ride across the river for Moore, who has a strong bond with coach Penny Hardaway. Musselman's NBA-sharpness and deep analytical approach impressed Moore during his official visit to Arkansas, but in recent weeks it felt like Memphis had a slight lead in securing its services. However, given the recent allegation of improper
performance scandal facing Penny and the Tigers, it is reasonable to assume that the gap could close. Another factor is that Moore was teammates with current davis commits and heavyweight Jaylin Williams with Woodz Elite on the Nike EYBL track in the summer. It is clear that there would be a mutual interest in this group continuing their relationships and
playing together in college. If all is said and done, Arkansas' chances of landing Chris Moore are likely to be the of the remaining three. However, I would still call this a coin flip decision that could really go both ways without shocking anyone on Friday. 6'1 175 G KK Robinson – Bryant, AR/Oak Hill Academy (247Sports 4 stars, nationally #72) KK Robinson's
more in summer than anyone else in the country. Fresh from a 6A State Championship run in Bryant, KK had a big summer on the Nike EYBL track that put him in the national top 100 and led to several Power-5 deals. He is a smooth, long-range left-hander who can score, distribute and defend at a high level on all three levels. His ability to run the show or
play the ball should appeal to Musselman, who loves players with positional versatility. Pairing with Moody and Davis would create a dynamic young backcourt that could cause major problems in the SEC. Robinson moved to Oak Hill Academy for his senior season and was heavily courted by the likes of Kansas and TCU alongside Arkansas. Every time a
player leaves the state, and every time Kansas is involved in this matter, it's natural for people to worry a little bit. It seems, however, that Musselman and the Razorbacks are very much in the driver's seat for KK. Arkansas has several crystal ball and future cast predictions for the landing Of Robinson, who plans to make a decision sometime around
Thanksgiving. He has expressed a desire to play with a good friend, and the recent Arkansas commit, Moses Moody. In fact, the two made their official visits to Fayetteville, where Robinson said the odds of him and Moody coming to Arkansas were 70-75%. Well, Moody has already joined the party. Will KK be next? MEMPHIS, TN – MARCH 14: A general
view of a basketball going through a net during a game against the Connecticut Huskies and The Cincinnati Bearcats during the semifinals of the American Athletic Conference Tournament at FedExForum on March 14, 2014 in Memphis, Tennessee. Connecticut defeated Cincinnati 58-56. (Photo by Joe Murphy/Getty Images) 6'10 230 F Jaylin Williams –
Fort Smith, AR (247Sports 4-star, National #69) Jaylin Williams is a prime example of basketball's next in the world and is one of the most sought-after prospects left in the 2020 class. Williams has a versatile skill for his size. While he can patrol the paint at both ends of the floor, he is most intriguing because of his excellent passability from the post and the
ability to step over the arc and shoot the three efficiently. When you think of Eric Musselman's pace and space offensive program, it's hard to imagine it fit better in the front seat than Jaylin Williams. Couple who lives with the fact that he lives right on the road from the university in Fort Smith and it is easy to understand why Jaylin is such an important piece
for the Hogs. It was an interesting recruitment for who, despite the stay nearby and the several unofficial visits only last weekend, finally made it to the campus for an official visit. However, he had just taken auburn with Woodz's elite teammate Chris Moore, who is a little concerned under Razorback faithful. During his visit, however, Williams was very
impressed and it happened that he was on campus at the same time as Moses Moody announced his engagement in Arkansas. Interestingly, shortly after his visit, Williams canceled an upcoming trip to Texas A&amp;M and announced that he would make his decision in a few weeks. This must be almost good news for Arkansas, as it seems he will choose
between the Razorbacks and Auburn. Given his interest and activity with the Hogs in recent weeks, as well as his proximity at home, it is reasonable to think that Arkansas is a clear favorite here. Next: Top 25 Power Rankings It's impressive enough that the Musselman has the Razorbacks able to potentially land all five of these talented in-state prospects.
But even if she missed out on an Arkansas, there's a lot in the mix for other high-profile prospects like Keon Ambrose-Hylton and Kyree Walker. Regardless of the final outcome, Arkansas fans should be very happy and excited about the future. The Musselman era is off to a great start.&gt;Page 4MEMPHIS, TN – MARCH 14: A general view of a basketball
going through a net during a game against the Connecticut Huskies and The Cincinnati Bearcats during the semifinals of the American Athletic Conference Tournament at FedExForum on March 14, 2014 in Memphis, Tennessee. Connecticut defeated Cincinnati 58-56. (Photo: Joe Murphy/Getty Images) Jaylin Williams is a prime example of basketball's next
generation and one of the most coveted prospects left in the 2020 class. Williams has a versatile skill for his size. While he can patrol the paint at both ends of the floor, he is most intriguing because of his excellent passability from the post and the ability to step over the arc and shoot the three efficiently. When you think of Eric Musselman's pace and space
offensive program, it's hard to imagine it fit better in the front seat than Jaylin Williams. Couple that with the fact that he lives right by the road from the university in Fort Smith and it is easy to understand why Jaylin is such an important piece for the Hogs.It was an interesting recruiting for Williams, who despite staying nearby several times did not make it to
the campus for an official visit. However, he had just visited auburn with his Woodz Elite teammate Chris Moore, which caused a bit of concern among Razorback faithful. During his visit, however, Williams was very And it happened that he was on campus at the same time as Moses Moody announced his engagement in Arkansas. Interestingly, Shortly after
his visit, Williams said Traveling to Texas A&amp;M and announcing that he will make his decision in a few weeks. This must be almost good news for Arkansas, as it seems he will choose between the Razorbacks and Auburn. Given his interest and activity with the Hogs in recent weeks, as well as his proximity at home, it is reasonable to think that
Arkansas is a clear favorite here. Next: Top 25 Power Rankings It's impressive enough that the Musselman has the Razorbacks able to potentially land all five of these talented in-state prospects. But even if they miss an Arkansas, there's a lot in the mix for other high-profile prospects like Keon Ambrose-Hylton and Kyree Walker. Regardless of the end result,
Arkansas fans should be very happy and excited for the future. The Musselman era has got off to an excellent start. Photograph: Kevin C. Cox/Getty Images Arkansas Basketball has already secured commitments from two coveted '20 in-state recruits in Derte Davis and Moses Moody. Now, Eric Musselman and the Razorbacks are looking for a clean sweep
of the States' 5 top-100 prospects. It's the beginning of a new era for Arkansas basketball under head coach Eric Musselman, and there's a buzz and excitement around the program that gives a breath of fresh air for Razorback fans who are simultaneously suffering through a tumultuous time with their football program. While the early returns on the floor
have been positive for the Hogs so far, it's the success on the recruitment trail that has those in Fayetteville on the must-have bus. Fans in particular are excited about Musselman's efforts to build a wall around the state and secure the Natural State's top talent. Arkansas is something of a hidden gem in terms of high-end basketball talent. In fact, the state
ranks very well in per capita ranking prospects, which means that the proportion of recruits sought is quite high given the total population of the state. There are five class of 2020 prospects within the state, which are 4 stars, top 125 after 247sports. Two of those prospects have already committed to Musselman and the Razorbacks. 6'4 PG von este Davis
from Jacksonville, AR (#96 247Sports Composite) was the first domino to fall after being tipped from Oklahoma State to Arkansas in early October. Last weekend it was 6'6 SG Moses Moody from North Little Rock, who is currently at Montverde Academy in Florida, who pledged to his home school. Moody, who is ranked #42 in the 247sports composite, is the
highest-ranking recruit to be engaged in Arkansas since Bobby Portis. While these two are great commitments for Musselman, he has set his goals higher and is To make a clean sweep of the Fab 5, which also includes Chris Moore, KK Robinson and Jaylin Williams. What just a few weeks ago looked like a pipe dream is now a very real real It just happens
that you could fill a full starting lineup with this group, and I could only imagine how much excitement the Bud Walton Arena would bring. With all three of them going to make their decisions within the next few weeks, let's break down where their recruiting is at the moment and what real chances Arkansas has of landing each of them. 6'7 220 PF Chris Moore
– West Memphis, AR (247Sports 4 stars, nationally #96) Chris Moore is an absolute beast on the ground. At 6'7, Moore plays as if he's 6'10 and is a force around the edge that has continually improved perimeter capabilities. Built like a defensive end with a relentless engine and elite athleticism, he would be a very welcome addition to an Arkansas team that
currently has a thin front line. Eric Musselman has set up a full-court press with Moore and tries to catch up in a short time to lure him to The Hill. It's a battle between three teams at the moment: Arkansas, Memphis and Auburn. Most experts believe moore, who announces his commitment on November 15, is really in Arkansas and Memphis. While in most
cases one would assume that the home school would have an advantage, Memphis is a quick ride across the river for Moore, who has a strong bond with coach Penny Hardaway. Musselman's NBA-sharpness and deep analytical approach impressed Moore during his official visit to Arkansas, but in recent weeks it felt like Memphis had a slight lead in
securing its services. However, given the recent allegation of improper performance scandal facing Penny and the Tigers, it is reasonable to assume that the gap could close. Another factor is that Moore was teammates with current davis commits and heavyweight Jaylin Williams with Woodz Elite on the Nike EYBL track in the summer. It is clear that there
would be a mutual interest in this group continuing their relationships and playing together in college. If all is said and done, Arkansas' chances of landing Chris Moore are probably the lowest of the remaining three. However, I would still call this a coin flip decision that could really go both ways without shocking anyone on Friday. 6'1 175 G KK Robinson –
Bryant, AR/Oak Hill Academy (247Sports 4 stars, national#72) KK Robinson's stock has declined more than anyone else in the country over the summer. Fresh from a 6A State Championship run in Bryant, KK had a big summer on the Nike EYBL track that put him in the national top 100 and led to several Power-5 deals. He is a smooth left-hander with
Length that can score, distribute and defend at a high level on all three levels. His ability to run the show or play the ball should appeal to Musselman, who loves players with positional versatility. Pairing with Moody Moody Davis would create a dynamic young backcourt that could cause big problems in the SEC. Robinson moved to Oak Hill Academy for his
senior season and was courted by the likes of Kansas and TCU in addition to Arkansas. Every time a player leaves the state, and every time Kansas is involved in this matter, it's natural for people to worry a little bit. It seems, however, that Musselman and the Razorbacks are very much in the driver's seat for KK. Arkansas has several crystal ball and future
cast predictions for the landing Of Robinson, who plans to make a decision sometime around Thanksgiving. He has expressed a desire to play with a good friend, and the recent Arkansas commit, Moses Moody. In fact, the two made their official visits to Fayetteville, where Robinson said the odds of him and Moody coming to Arkansas were 70-75%. Well,
Moody has already joined the party. Will KK be next? MEMPHIS, TN – MARCH 14: A general view of a basketball going through a net during a game against the Connecticut Huskies and The Cincinnati Bearcats during the semifinals of the American Athletic Conference Tournament at FedExForum on March 14, 2014 in Memphis, Tennessee. Connecticut
defeated Cincinnati 58-56. (Photo by Joe Murphy/Getty Images) 6'10 230 F Jaylin Williams – Fort Smith, AR (247Sports 4-star, National #69) Jaylin Williams is a prime example of basketball's next in the world and is one of the most sought-after prospects left in the 2020 class. Williams has a versatile skill for his size. While he can patrol the paint at both ends
of the floor, he is most intriguing because of his excellent passability from the post and the ability to step over the arc and shoot the three efficiently. When you think of Eric Musselman's pace and space offensive program, it's hard to imagine it fit better in the front seat than Jaylin Williams. Couple who lives with the fact that he lives right on the road from the
university in Fort Smith and it is easy to understand why Jaylin is such an important piece for the Hogs. It was an interesting recruitment for Williams, who, despite staying nearby and visiting unofficially several times, finally made it to campus for an official visit last weekend. However, he had just visited auburn with his Woodz Elite teammate Chris Moore,



which caused a bit of concern among Razorback faithful. During his visit, however, Williams was very impressed and it happened that he was on campus at the same time as Moses Moody announced his engagement in Arkansas. Interestingly Williams canceled an upcoming trip to Texas A&amp;M shortly after his visit and announced that he would make his
decision in a few weeks. This must be almost good news for Arkansas, as it seems that he between the Razorbacks and Auburn.  Given his interest and activity with the Hogs in recent weeks, as well as his proximity at home, it is reasonable to think that Arkansas is a clear favorite here. Next: Top 25 Power Rankings It's impressive enough that the
Musselman has the Razorbacks able to potentially land all five of these talented in-state prospects.  But even if she missed out on an Arkansas, there's a lot in the mix for other high-profile prospects like Keon Ambrose-Hylton and Kyree Walker. Regardless of the final outcome, Arkansas fans should be very happy and excited about the future.  The
Musselman era is off to an excellent start.&gt; Start.&gt;
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